Synthetic sideromycins (skepticism and optimism): selective generation of either broad or narrow spectrum Gram-negative antibiotics.
New or repurposed antibiotics are desperately needed since bacterial resistance has risen to essentially all of our current antibiotics, and few new antibiotics have been developed over the last several decades. A primary cause of drug resistance is the overuse of antibiotics that can result in alteration of microbial permeability, alteration of drug target binding sites, induction of enzymes that destroy antibiotics (i.e., β-lactamases) and even induction of efflux mechanisms. Research efforts are described that are designed to determine if the known critical dependence of iron assimilation by microbes for growth and virulence can be exploited for the development of new approaches to antibiotic therapy. Iron recognition and active transport relies on the biosyntheses and use of microbe-selective iron chelating compounds called siderophores. Several natural siderophore-antibiotic conjugates (sideromycins) have been discovered and studied. The natural sideromycins consist of an iron binding siderophore linked to a warhead that exerts antibiotic activity once assimilated by targeted bacteria. Inspired these natural conjugates, a combination of chemical syntheses, microbiological and biochemical studies have been used to generate semi-synthetic and totally synthetic sideromycin analogs. The results demonstrate that siderophores and analogs can be used for iron transport-mediated drug delivery ("Trojan Horse" antibiotics or sideromycins) and induction of iron limitation/starvation (development of new agents to block iron assimilation). While several examples illustrate that this approach can generate microbe selective antibiotics that are active in vitro, the scope and limitations of this approach, especially related to development of resistance, siderophore based molecular recognition requirements, appropriate linker and drug choices, will be described.